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AMBULANCE CONVOY RECEPTION IN A GENERAL 
HOSPITAL 

BY 

Colonel G. MOULSON 
Late Royal Army Medical Corps 

IN a previous article entitled "The Administration of a General Hospital," 
published in this Journal, reference was made to the important psychological 
effect of good reception on every patient admitted to hospitaU . 

Convoy reception being merely admission in bulk differs no whit in that 
respect from individual admission's. On account of the numbers of patients 
and staff engaged, it does, however, call for most meticulous preparation, if 
the operation is to be accomplished efficiently and smoothly., 

Patients, arriving in Convoy, have usually travelled long distances, some
times in pain, and often sustained by. indifferent. and inadequate <;liet and 
refreshment in. transit. On arriv,al at the admitting hospital, they.are therefore ' 
liable to be attheir.1owest ebb of vitality and ina state of maximum irritability. 

From the moment of de-planing, de-training, or disembarking, according 
as to whether they have been moved by air, land or water, the whole procedure 
for getting them into their hospital beds must go like clockwork. This will 
only happen, if Convoy reception is carefully planned and timed as an opera
tion; laid down ~in dear and concise standing orders; and imparted to and 
drilled into every member of the medical, transport and administrative staff 
participating in the various stages. Furthermore, like any good act it will 
require rehearsal. . ' . " . . 

. Certain essential differences exist between ambulance transport by air, land 
or water which have ·a significant effect on the Ji(xpected Time of' Arrival 
(E.T.A.). I 

To the staff of the receiving hospital the E.T.A. is a matter of great impor
tance, because the efficient reception of large convoys~e.g. 200 patients and 
over, requires the attendance of the whole staff on duty during the day or the 
'night staff, supplemented to an equivalent extent, should the convoy arrive' 
by night. 

Air transport is so dependent on availability of aircraft, flying weather, 
inter-Service signals and liaison between the R.A.F. and the Army that 
immediate conveyance of patients from an AerodroIlle, at the time of landing, ' 
to outside hospitals is difficult to achieve, if long waits and hitches are to be 
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112 Ambulance Convoy Reception in a General Hospital 

avoided. It is generally conceded that ,a staging unit of the Medical Reception 
Station type must be sited on the arrival aerodrome for interim treatment, 
refreshments, collection and ambulance loading, before despatch to a general 
hospital by a motor ambulance convoy. 

Conveyance by water requires division into A, River Transport, and B, Sea 
Transport, on account bf dissimilarity between the conditions obtaining. 

A. River transport is usually by a little ship sometimes indifferently navi
gated; with barges towed or lashed alongside. Stretchers are sandwiched into 
every available inch of deck space and walking casualties find room not required 
for any other purpose. Sorting and treatment of patients is very difficult on 
account of congestion, and food and refreshment provided are liable to be of 
a low order. On rivers like the Tigris, stranding at river bends or on uncharted 
sand or mud banks is a frequent happening and the variation between the 
E.T.A. and the actual time of arrival may bea matter of hours, incre:fsing 
proportionately with the length of the river voyage undertaken. Uncertainty 
about the time of arrival combined with poor conditions of travel in this form 
of transport render a staging hospital advisable at the river port of di~em
barkation, similar to that provided ,on aerodromes in the case of an air lift. 

B. _Sea transport is .usually effected ill' ocean-goinKsteamers varyil1g in com
fort from the well-fitted hospital ship to the improvised tramp steamer. Which
ever type is used, conditions are suitable, for sorting, treatment, and Il,Ourish
ment. The E.T.A. can generally be transmhted by signal forty-eigpt hours 
before arrival together with the number and type of cas,ualties. The time of 
disembarkation will depend on port and shipping considerations and will 
usually be arranged to take place in daylight: ' 

Conveyance by rail is satisfactory ~hen ambulance coaches are available, 
that permanent way is adequate, and, no· bottle-necks in traffic movyments 
exist. It is most desirable that t4,e running of ambulanFe trains should be 
given high priority next below troop trains carrying urgent reinforcements of 
troops and munitiol1s. Long waits on sidings are, bad for patients' morale, 
tie up rolling stock unnecessarily, and render an accurate E.T.A. for the final 
qestination Impossible. Over long distances, where travelling facilities are bad 
and bottle-necks exist, one or more staging hospitals sited en route may be 
necessary for rendering a journey bearable for patients. 

Medical responsibility in respect of actual trains should not go_ further 
than staffing, equipping, and submitting passenger bids to movement control. 
Movement by rail is a matter for Movement Control working, in liaison with 
the railway authorities. Railway liaison medical officers, appointed in one theatre 
of operations during the 1939-45 war, were superfluous and liable to be a 
hindrance rather than a help., 

Whereas in disembarkation from ships, stretcher cases may be more con
veniently moved first, in de-planing or de-training the reverse usually obtains. 
Whatever the method of unloading may be, the rule for loading ambulances 
should always be stretchers first. 
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G. Moulson 

In order to appreciate the importance of an E.T.A. which coincides with 
actual time of arrival, it must be realized that convoy reception at a hospital 
etrjails a major effort on the part of the staff. It necessitates c~ssation of 
routine hospital work when occurring during normal duty hours and intef~ 
ference with recreation and sleep after those hours. 

Bearer squads with representatives of the Quartermaster's staff must be 
awaiting the arrival of the train at the station to de-train patients and baggage 
and load on to waiting vehicles; other squads are necessary to off-lqad stretchers 
from the' ambulances at the hospital reception centre; whilst, in a large hospital 
spread over a wide area, a third detachment may be necessary for guide and 
bearer work, if wheeled transport is required for distribution of patients to 
their allotted' wards. Also required on duty at the Reception Centre are 
specialists, preferably Officers ilc Divisions for ward allotment; clerks for 
admission records;nufsing staff for resuscitation; catering staff for refresh
ments; Red Cross and Welfare workers for amenity. duties; and interpr~ters, 
if patients from allied Armies are expected. Early attention to pa!ients on 
admission requires the attendance of medical officers and a full nursing staff 

, on duty in the receiving wards; kitchen and dining hall staff must be engaged 
in the preparation and service of a hot meal; whilst the remainder of the 
Quartermaster's staff areflllly occupied with the issue of extra stores and 
equipment and the unloading itid'disposalof baggage." . 

. Although not always tIle case, it must be assumed that stretcher. patients 
are -in greatertreedbf rest and treatment than the ambulant and therefore 
every effort should be made to 'get them into their hospital beds first.: 

Bed allotment, without error, 'i~most easily carried out by the provision of 
coloured discs,llslIig differbnt colours for each department of the hospital, e.g. 
red for surgical, blue for . mydical, grJen for mental, yellow for V:D., etc. 
Plywood discs of size 2 in. x 2 in. are quite easily cut from tea boxes and painted 
by unit labou~. On one side of the disc; in black or white figuring, is the num
.ber or letter denoting the ward; on the reverse side is the riumber of the bed in 
th~ ward. . . ,. . . 

In anticipation of the arrival of a Convoy, the Divisional Wardmaster com
piles an "empty bed" state for the wards in his Division and picks out the 
numbered discs corresponding to the empty beds in each ward, earmarked for 
receiving. This presupposes that all ward beds are clearly numbered, as they 
should be, and that every bed in the hospital is represented by a disc. The 
Divisional Wardmasters are present with the officers in charge of· Divisions. 
when sorting the patients, giving'to each a coloured disc in accordance with 
his allotted ward and bed and at the same time striking the bed off his "empty 
bed" state. The coloured discs are subsequently collected by the ward sisters 
and'returned to the reception centre the following day. There, all' discs are 
re-checked to ensure that one exists for every numbered bed in the hospital. 

The practice of admitting convoy patients en masse into "detained" wards 
in the first instance and distributing them to ,their correct wards at leisure, is 
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114 Ambulance Convoy Reception in a General Hospital 

not favoured as it involves unnecessary disturbance of the patients, delays treat
ment by those most competent to undertake it and may even result in 

,emergency cases being overlooked. 
Information as to the clinical composition of a convoy is usually, and always t 

should be, signalled to the receivitig hospital at least forty-eight hours in advance 
and therefore patients' hospital kits are most conveniently delivered to and 
receipted by ward staff before the convoy arrives. Half a dozen excess kits for 
any given ward is a definite advantage in that it allows some latitude in provid
ing the patient with a suit of "hospital blues" that will fit him. 

A plan for the approach and layout of a convoy reception centre is suggested 
in fig. I and 'is largely self"explanatory. Certain points require emphasis . 

. ~----------------------------------, 
~ 

tr---------~~~~----------------~ 

ROAD 

t 

ORE 
CLERKS 

o o 

FIG. 1. 
A. Patients' Entrance} . h R 
B. Patients' Exit WIt amps. 

C. Staff Entrance and Exit. 
D. Protected Hatch to Blanket and Stretcher Store. 

(1) A suitable ambulance car approach and exit with car park is essential. 
(2) If the floor of the reception centre is raised above ground level, the 

patients' entrance and exit must have ramps. 
(3) The waiting room must contain a tea buffet and as good seating accom

modation and interior decoration as is obtainable. 
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G. Moulson 115 

(4) Well-tended flower beds on'the entrance and exit sides have an resthetic 
and therefore a psychologieal value. 

(5) T.he reception centre can be used for routine admissions when not in use 
for receiving convoys. ' 

(6) The size of the reception centre required varies with the size of the 
hospital and the magnitude of convoys expected. ' 

From fig. I if will be seen 'that ambuhmces deliver patients with blankets 
and stretchers at entrance A, pass round to hatch D to replace blankets and 
stretchers and return to the railway station for a second lift or altermitively to 
their R.A.S.C. unit if not required for further duty. The patients enter the 

,reception hall, stretchers to the left, walking cases to the waiting room on the 
right. The clerical staff visit the patients on stretchers to obtain particulars. 
The first patients documented are immediately passed through into medical and 
surgical sorting rooms in accordance with the diagnosis on their A.F. Med. 26. 
The remainder follow as rapidly as possible. 

As soon as the documentation of stretcher cases has been completed, the 
clerks withdraw behind their tables and queues of walking casualties are formed 
in front of each for a similar purpose. 

As the stream of patients flows through the sorting rooms, beds are allotted 
by the method already described. A quick glance at each patienc and ,his 
accompanying A.F. Med. 26 afford sufficient information to the officer in 
charge of a Division for purposes of disposal. The suitable disposal of patients 
is his responsibility, hence the greater satisfaction obtained, when the officers 
in charge of Divisions themselves perform this duty in person rather than by 
delegation to their more senior sp.ecialists. ' 

Patients, after being sorted, leave the reception centre via exit door B. 
Stretchers are transported to wards by ambulances, wheeled stretcher carriage, 
or hand carriage as the layout of the hospital demands. Convalescent hospital 
patients can usefully be supplied as guides for walking cases and assist in 
carrying their personal equipment and, hand grips. ' , 

As many as six ambulances may be required for the internal distribution of 
stretcher cases, when the hospital site covers a large area. 

Foolproof Standing Orders are the back-bone of all routine Military 
procedures. To this convoy reception'is no exception. 

Convoy Standing Orders may be conveniently divided into 
I. External action; H. Internal action 

I. External action relates to that which happens outside the hospital. In 
the case of de-training, this includes: the detail· of office~s and other ranks 
required to meet the train for duty as bearer and baggage personnel; orders for 
de-training and ambulance loading; routeing of ambulances from Railway 
Station to hospital with flagging if neces'sary; disposal of patients' documents 
received from O.C. ambulance train; orders for ambulance unloading on arrival 
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116 Ambulance Convoy Reception zn a General Hospital 

at'reception centre; replacement of blankets and stretchers from ambulance 
train and ambulances; collection and transport of baggage. 

H. Internal action comprises detailed orders to the principal agents partici
pating in reception, refreshments, resuscitation, documentation, sorting, distri
bution to and finally admission to the wards. With,slight modifications similar 
standing orders may be issued for receipt of convoys by air or sea, 

All efforts must be' directed to obtaining a quick" quiet flow of patients 
through the reception centre to the wards. There must be no roughness, 
jostling or muddle, no shouting and no hold-ups. Refreshment in the form of 
hot sweet tea must be available in the waiting room~ Patients needing resusci
tation must be detained in the ward allotted for that 'purpose until pronounced 
fit to. move. 

SUMMARY 

(1) Convoy reception .should be planned as an operation. 
(2) Detailed Standing Orders are necessary for putting the operation into 

effect. ' 

(3) A well-designed reception centre, whether tented, hutted or of permanent 
construction is essential. 

(4) Patients are often in poor shape and easy reception is of great psycho-
logical and medical value. 

(5) A resuscitation ward should be include.d ·-in the reception centre. 
(6) Refreshment during and immediately after admission is important. 
(7) A system for b~d, allotment has been described. 
(8) An adequate staff of clerks (i.e. up to six) is essential for speedy and 

accurate documentation. . 
(9) An accurate E.T.A. is the most important single factor in putting an 

operation for <::onvoy reception into effect. 
(10) Where the E.T.A. is likely to be unreliabl~ as in air lifts and river 

voyages, staging medical units should be installed at aerodromes and river ports 
respectively. ' 

(11) A system, evolved on the lines described above, achieved an admission 
rate of two patients per minute in a convoy of three hundred and was tested in 
the receipt of many large convoys . 

. Method,s of convoy reception have been described before in this Journal, 
but sick convoys of any 'size are rarely encountered in peacetime and therefore 
between wars a most important piece of hospital admini.s~ration is apt to be 
overlooked. 
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